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Roland td-4kp compact v-drums electronic drum kit

The Roland TD-4KP V-Drums Portable electronic drum kit gives you a compact footprint and a cool folding design for quick setups and teardowns, and effortless transport and storage. It's so cool that it was given a prestigious MIPA Award at the Frankfurt Musikmesse! If you're an apartment or dorm dweller, the TD-4KP is the ultimate e-kit. The
brains of the operation - the powerful TD-4 sound module - delivers a broad range of incredibly expressive (and editable) sounds and handy practice features, while the integrated pads give you satisfying, realistic feel and playability. Get V-Drums performance and features and maximum mobility, with the Roland TD-4KP. Roland TD-4KP Portable VDrums Kit at a Glance: Fold up, and you're good to go Natural-feel pads for maximum expression Roland's D-4 Percussion Sound Module: the brains of the operation Fold up, and you're good to go Roland's TD-4KP is amazingly portable, with a slick fold-up stand design that shrinks the kit into a surprisingly small size for travel and storage. The sound
module and drum/cymbal pads are attached to the robust, integrated stand, and every component rotates and/or folds down along with the stand, making short work of your setups and teardowns. When it's time to rock, simply unfold the components, position the pads, and you're ready to roll. Natural-feel pads for maximum expression The Roland
TD-4KP ships with a kick pad, snare pad, three tom pads, a hi-hat pad, and two 10-inch cymbal pads (crash and ride). An FD-8 Hi-Hat Controller pedal is included as well. Fitted with cushy rubber playing surfaces, the compact 7.5" drum pads give you impressive sensitivity, precise response, and organic playing feel. Roland's D-4 Percussion Sound
Module: the brains of the operation The included TD-4 sound module gives you a broad range of expressive drum and percussion sounds.You can easily edit your sounds, allowing you to quickly customize your kits. You also get realistic ambience effects to enhance your performances. You'll particularly enjoy practicing with the Roland TD-4KP's
onboard Coach and Quick Record/Quick Play feature; its valuable feedback will help you quickly advance your playing skills. Roland TD-4KP Portable V-Drums Kit Features: Renowned V-Drums sound and quality in an ultra-portable mobile kit Innovative folding design for quick, compact breakdown and easy transport/storage Includes TD-4 Percussion
Sound Module Eight pads total: kick, snare, toms x3, hi-hat, crash and ride cymbals; FD-8 Hi-Hat Controller included Snare and tom pads feature cushioned-rubber surfaces for natural playing feel Optional PDX-6 / PDX-8 V-Pad mesh-head snare is required to play rimshots and cross stick Get portable V-Drums mojo with the Roland TD-4KP! Unfold
and Play at the GigWith its innovative foldable design, the V-Drums Portable TD-4KP makes drumming more convenient and mobile than ever. It's a drummer's dream for transport and storage. And, with V-Drums technology at its core, it provides “no compromise” sound and playability.*Kick pedal and drum throne are not included.Intensive Training
in Your RoomThe compact design of the V-Drums Portable is perfect for homes, as it greatly minimizes the space needed for playing as well as storage.For students practicing at home, the Coach and Quick Rec functions will help improve their skills, especially during private practice sessions with headphones.Quick Setup and BreakdownTo set up,
simply extend the stand, raise the pipe, rotate the pads, and power on to play. To break down, fold the kit with all pads mounted on the stand … it's incredibly fast and easy!Innovative Kick PadThe kick pad and pedal plate are built in the rack. To set up, simply rotate them into the playing position. Enjoy the comfortable feel of the kick pad and the
natural beater movement.*Kick pedal not includedQuick and CleanThe V-Drums Portable kit is equipped with unique features for fast, easy setup. Quick Release enables instant positioning and folding of the cymbals with one-touch operation. Cable holders neatly bunch the cables as well as provide storage for a drum key or cable plugExpressive,
DynamicDynamic sounds, cymbal chokes, delicate hi-hat nuances — V-Drums Portable provides a natural and comfortable drumming experience. The compact 7.5” drum pads are outfitted with a cushioned-rubber head; the dual-trigger 10” cymbal pads provide a sensitive, accurate response and playing feel.*The pads included with the TD-4KP do not
support rim shots and cross stick. To enable rim shots and cross stick, replace the snare pad with an optional PDX-6 orPDX-8 V-Pad.Improve Your Drumming TechniqueMore than just great sounds onboard, V-Drums Portable is also equipped with built-in training programs. The Coach function helps you improve your drumming technique with five
different modes: Warm Up, Time Check, Tempo Check, Quiet Count, and Auto Up/Down Quick REC captures your drumming and lets you listen to the results — valuable for self-evaluation and improvement.V-Drums Sound QualityThe TD-4 sound module (included with the kit) is packed with world-class drum and percussion sounds. The sounds can be
easily edited, as you can quickly and intuitively customize the kits with tuning/muffling buttons. Ambience effects can also be added to make the sounds more lively and dynamic.Upgrade OptionsYou can upgrade the snare with a V-Pad PDX-6/PDX-8 (optional), which provides a realistic mesh-head feel as well as rim-shot playability*When you use the
PDX-6/8 as a snare pad, a separately sold MDH-12 clamp is also required.Roland TD-4KP Features:Renowned V-Drums sound and quality in an ultra-portable mobile kitInnovative folding design for quick, compact breakdown and easy transport/storageIncludes TD-4 Percussion Sound Module, loaded with expressive sounds, Coach and Quick
Record/Play functions, and moreEight pads total: kick, snare, toms x3, hi-hat, crash and ride cymbals; FD-8 Hi-Hat Controller includedSnare and tom pads feature cushioned-rubber surfaces for natural playing feelOptions (sold separately): custom carrying case (CB-TDP); mesh-head snare pad (PDX-6/-8); pad mount (MDH-12); drum accessory
package (DAP-3X); drum mat (TDM series). Thông tin sản phẩm Percussion Sound Module TD-4 x 1 Kick pad x 1 * Kick pedal and drum throne are not included. Pad for Snare/Tom x 4 Cymbal pad for hi-hat/crash/ride CY-5 x 3 Hi-hat control pedal FD-8 x 1 Connection cable special for TD-4KP Accessories Setup Guide x 2 Owner's Manual AC adaptor
Special connection cable Wing bolt (M5 x 10) x 2 Options (sold separately) Pads: PDX series Pad mount: MDH series Personal drum monitor: PM-03, PM-10 V-Drums accessory package: DAP-3X V-Drums mat: TDM series V-Drums Tutor: DT-1 Width (W) 1,000 mm39-3/8 inches Depth (D) 1,200 mm47-1/4 inches Height (H) 1,250 mm49-1/4 inches
Weight 12.5 kg27 lbs. 9 oz. Width (W) 300 mm11-13/16 inches Depth (D) 500 mm19-11/16 inches Height (H) 700 mm27-9/16 inches Weight 12.5 kg27 lbs. 9 oz. INNOVATIVE DESIGN FOR MAXIMUM MOBILITY Featuring a small footprint and an innovative folding design for fast breakdown and easy transport/storage, the TD-4KP V-Drums Portable is
the ultimate e-kit for mobile drumming and small spaces. The powerful TD-4 sound module is equipped with a wide range of expressive, editable sounds and essential practice features, while the integrated pads provide a satisfying feel and natural playability. Perfect for small venues, rehearsals, lesson studios, bedrooms, apartments, and more, the
TD-4KP combines V-Drums performance and features with impressive mobility and stow-away convenience. Fold Up and Go The TD-4KP is truly portable, with an innovative fold-up stand design that transforms the kit into a surprisingly condensed size for transport and storage. Breakdown is a snap—the sound module and drum/cymbal pads are
attached to the durable, integrated stand, and all components rotate and/or fold down quickly and easily in place along with the stand. When you want to play again, simply unfold everything and adjust the pad positions, and then you’re ready to roll! Natural-Feel Pads for Expressive Playing The TD-4KP comes with a kick pad, snare pad*, three tom
pads, a hi-hat pad, and two 10-inch cymbal pads (crash and ride). An FD-8 Hi-Hat Controller pedal is included as well. Outfitted with cushioned-rubber playing surfaces, the compact 7.5-inch drum pads provide a sensitive, accurate response and natural playing feel. *An optional PDX-6 / PDX-8 V-Pad is required to play rimshots and cross stick. TD-4
Percussion Sound Module A wide range of expressive drum and percussion tones are provided with the included TD-4 sound module. Sounds can be easily edited, allowing players to quickly customize their kits. The TD-4 also features ambience effects for lively, dynamic performances. Built-in Coach and Quick Record/Quick Play functions are ideal for
effective practice, providing drummers with valuable feedback for rapid improvement. Custom Carrying Case and More An optional CB-TDP Carrying Case provides a convenient way to transport and protect the TD-4KP. The custom-designed case is a perfect complement to the V-Drums Portable, and includes a shoulder strap and detachable pouches
for hi-hat and kick pedals, plus handy pockets for beaters, sticks, and other accessories. Users can also swap out the snare pad with an optional PDX-6 or PDX-8 V-Pad and MDH-12 Pad Mount for a true mesh-head feel and dual-triggering capability. Specifications: Read here!
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